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CONNECTED AND
INTEROPERABLE 

Open at integration 
with connected 

devices, 
to extend your

user experience.

The integration with NETATMO Smart Indoor 
and Smart Outdoor cameras, simplifi es and 
enhances the control and security of your 
home. You will be able to view the video of 
both your cameras BTicino and Netatmo, 
answers the courier who rings your internal 
unit and checks that he actually delivers the 
package you are waiting for.  
All this is now possible by one App: 
DOOR ENTRY CLASSE 100X.

BTICINO
Classe 100X

INTEROPERABLE 
The integration with NETATMO Smart Indoor 
and Smart Outdoor cameras, simplifi es and 
enhances the control and security of your 
home. You will be able to view the video of 
both your cameras BTicino and Netatmo, 
answers the courier who rings your internal 
unit and checks that he actually delivers the 

BTICINO
Door Entry 
CLASSE 100X App

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE? Go to the site www.bticino.com

By installing or updating the DOOR ENTRY 
CLASSE 100X App on your smartphone, you 
can connect and view the images of Netatmo 
cameras on your video internal unit, both in 
new and existing systems.  
No additional wiring / accessory is 
required: the association is done directly 
from the App in a few simple guided steps.

NETATMO
Smart Indoor camera

NETATMO
Smart Outdoor camera

BTICINO
Video internal unit compatible 
with the NETATMO Smart Indoor 
and Smart Outdoor cameras.

Go to the site www.netatmo.comDO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?
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EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION AND USE 
OF CLASSE 100X WITH NETATMO CAMERAS

You can choose not to open remotely 
if there is already someone in the house.

Hi, I'm home.

CLACK

It displays whether your son 
has come home from school

Directly from the DOOR ENTRY APP, 
in addition to the camera(s) and external 

pushbutton panel, it also displays the 
extra NETATMO Wi-Fi cameras.

Thanks to the face-recognition 
technology, the NETATMO camera can 
recognise your children and report the 
information on the DOOR ENTRY APP.

The DOOR ENTRY APP displays 
the NETATMO camera pictures

NETATMO
Smart Indoor 
Camera

NETATMO
Smart Outdoor 
Camera

Displays the actual delivery of the packages 
once the gate has been opened for the courier

Hello, leave it in the garden 
in front of the house 

entrance. 
Thank you.Hello, I have 

a package to 
deliver.
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My son 
should be 

at home now...

OK Marco 
is at home.

The NETATMO 
camera has 

recognised him.
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We can check if 
the dog is in the 

garden.

OK everything 
is quiet...
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Maria is 
at home …. 

let her answer 
the call.
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